
The wakeboard park is located on the Wodna Dolina
reservoir in Koszalin, near the Atrium-Koszalin
shopping centre, on Sybiraków Street from 4 Marca
Street. Next to the Wakepark there is a parking lot for
about 30 cars.

 

The Wakepark in Wodna Dolina in Koszalin is a two-
post cableway for water skiing and wakeboarding. The
track is 180 metres long. It was built in 2014.
Everybody, regardless their age, can try water sports in
the complex – in this case: wakeboarding, which is a
combination of snowboarding and surfing and
consists in floating on water surface on a wakeboard,
holding a line attached to a cableway.

Everyone interested in wakeboarding, also beginners,
goes through a warm-up, a short theoretical training
and a training session in water. Wet suits, life jackets,
helmets, and wakeboards with binding are available in
the complex. For advanced wakeboarders, there are
professional and safe obstacles located on the track,
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perfect for jumping and making drifts, figures, and
acrobatic manoeuvres in the air.

There is a possibility of booking a track. Tourists can
also take rest on beach chairs, use an outdoor gym, a
climbing wall for children, or a trampoline for
practising wakeboarding acrobatic manoeuvres.

There is a catering point within the complex, and
visitors can use changing rooms and toilets.
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